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Abstract

In vivo pharmacokinetics of protoporphyrin IX (PpIX) after administration of aminolevulinic acid (ALA) cannot be described accurately by mathematical models using first order rate processes. We have replaced first order reaction rates (fixed time constants) by dose dependent (Michaelis-Menten) reaction rate constants in a mathematical compartment model. Different combinations of first order and dose dependent reaction rates were evaluated to see which one would improve the goodness of fit to experimentally determined in vivo PpIX fluorescence kinetics as a function of concentration. The mathematical models that were evaluated are all based on a three-compartment model for the drug distribution, conversion to PpIX and subsequent conversion to heme. Implementation of dose dependent reaction rates improved the goodness of fit and enabled interpolation to other drug doses. For most data sets, the time constant for delivery to the target cells turned out to be dose dependent. For all data sets, use of Michaelis-Menten rates for the conversion of ALA to PpIX yielded better fits. The clearance of PpIX turned out to be a first order process for all doses and types of administration. Fluorescence curves measured on a specific tissue type but obtained in different studies with different measurement techniques could be described with one single set of parameters.
Introduction
Photodynamic therapy and photodetection are based on differences in concentration of photosensitizing drugs in neoplastic tissues versus their host tissue\textsuperscript{1,2}. This implies the importance of accurate pharmacokinetics to identify the period of maximum concentration differences. In general, pharmacokinetics of fluorescent drugs depends on type of drug, type of tissue, application period and drug dose. These parameters all determine the optimal time for treatment or diagnostics.

Currently, protoporphyrin IX (PpIX) is the most widely used fluorescent photosensitizer in oncology. PpIX is formed from its precursor 5-aminolevulinic acid (ALA). After distribution through the body ALA is converted in the cells to PpIX via a number of sequential chemical reactions. These conversion steps are enzyme controlled and therefore rate limited\textsuperscript{3}. As a consequence the rate of increase and maximum intensity of fluorescence emission is not linearly related to the applied quantity of the precursor.

First order mathematical kinetic models are generally used to extract time constants, which describe the rate of conversion from ALA to PpIX and the consecutive conversion of protoporphyrin IX to heme\textsuperscript{4,5}. Especially when higher drug doses are used the fit to the experimental data is not satisfactory. Furthermore, using a first order kinetic model no extrapolations can be made to other drug doses because of the absence of dose dependency in the equations. This limits the utility of the model as for each drug dose a new series of experiments has to be performed.

A more realistic description of PpIX pharmacokinetics could possibly be obtained by using a mathematical model based on Michaelis-Menten (MM) kinetics. MM is used in biochemistry to calculate enzyme-controlled reactions\textsuperscript{6}. The MM approach takes the dose dependency of the enzyme controlled conversion (reaction) rate into account. With this model the full relationship between PpIX kinetics and ALA dose may be obtained.

After administration of ALA, the intermediate compound that has the lowest conversion rate will accumulate. Hua et al.\textsuperscript{3} showed that the amount of PpIX accumulated \textit{in vivo} increases with increasing ALA administration until the enzymes have reached their maximum turnover capacity causing the amount of accumulated PpIX to level off. Rate limited reactions like this may be more accurately described using MM reaction rate constants\textsuperscript{7}. In the mathematical models that we are proposing, we have replaced first order time constants of a three-compartment model by dose dependent (MM) reaction
rates. Different combinations of dose dependent and dose independent reaction rates constants were evaluated to assess the best mathematical description. Furthermore, we evaluated the possibility to use one set of parameters for multiple ALA doses. We fitted the mathematical models to data obtained from earlier studies in which we measured PpIX pharmacokinetics in various mammals after administration of different doses of ALA\textsuperscript{10}. In addition, we fitted the model to clinical data obtained from several published studies on pharmacokinetics of ALA induced PpIX\textsuperscript{5,11,12}.

**Methods**

Three-compartment model The mathematical equations are based on a three-compartment model previously published in the literature by several authors\textsuperscript{5,7} which represents the essential parts of the bio-synthetic pathway of heme (figure 1). For each compartment we will derive a rate equation.

\begin{equation}
\frac{\partial [ALA]_{\text{system}}}{\partial t} = \frac{[ALA]_{\text{system}}}{\tau_{1a}} - \frac{[ALA]_{\text{system}}}{\tau_{1b}} - \frac{[ALA]_{\text{system}}}{\tau_{1}}
\end{equation}

After administration ALA is either excreted directly (\(\tau_{1b}\)) (for systemic administration this means through the renal pathway) or transported to the target cells (\(\tau_{1a}\)). The rate equation for the first compartment becomes:

\begin{equation}
\frac{1}{\tau_{1}} = \frac{1}{\tau_{1a}} + \frac{1}{\tau_{1b}}
\end{equation}

Only time constant \(\tau_{1a}\) will follow from the modeling procedures.

The ALA fraction that is transported to and accumulates at the cellular site ([ALA]\text{cells}) is subsequently converted with reaction rate \(1/\tau_{2}\), to PpIX which is the next step in the model. We assume that the conversion from exogenous ALA is the sole source for PpIX, which results in a concentration [PpIX]. The clearance of PpIX from the cells is caused
by the transformation of PpIX into heme ($\tau_3$). It is assumed that the contribution of circulating porphyrins is negligible. For these two compartments the rate equations are

$$\frac{d[ALA]_{cells}}{dt} = \frac{[ALA]_{system}(t)}{\tau_1} - \frac{[ALA]_{cells}(t)}{\tau_2}$$

and

$$\frac{d[PpIX]}{dt} = \frac{[ALA]_{cells}(t)}{\tau_2} - \frac{[PpIX](t)}{\tau_3}$$

As mentioned before, the time constants, $\tau_1, \tau_2$ and $\tau_3$ are either fixed time constants or dose dependent (inverse) Michaelis-Menten reaction rates. This 'Michaelis-Menten' time constant, as described in equation 4, will be substituted in equation 2 and/or 3.

$$\tau_{michaelis-menten} = \frac{[ALA]_{cells} + K_m}{V_{max}}$$

Where $V_{max}$ is the maximum ALA to PpIX conversion rate and the $K_m$ is the Michaelis-Menten constant.

The Michaelis-Menten ($K_m$) constant is a measure for the affinity of an enzyme for its substrate, the $V_{max}$ is a measure of the enzyme activity. In case of low ALA concentrations, the dose dependency of $\tau_2$ is absent and only the ratio of the $K_m$ and $V_{max}$ can be determined, not their individual values. In addition to the time constants $\tau_1, \tau_2$ and $\tau_3$ some authors include factors to correct for the losses of ALA to the renal pathway, to other tissues before reaching target cells and the losses due to the uptake of the ALA by the target tissue. In the fitting procedure we add only one extra factor to describe the relationship between the PpIX concentration and the measured quantity (= fluorescence in the datasets that were used in this manuscript), which may be different between different data sets used.

Three models will be tested on experimental data in order to assess the best mathematical description of the time and dose dependent build-up and clearance of PpIX. Various different fluorescence measurement techniques and devices have been used for the experiments quoted in this paper. We assume all these measurements to yield a quantity proportional to the tissue PpIX concentration. This proportionality constant is unknown and is estimated in the fitting procedure. The $\chi^2$-test is used to evaluate the goodness of
fit. The result of the $\chi^2$ test will be expressed in $\chi^2$ per degree of freedom (reduced $\chi^2$). The F-test is used to evaluate whether the addition of an extra fitting parameter significantly improves the goodness of fit.

1st model: only first order time constants The first proposed model uses three first order time constants. This is the classical approach. We include this in the study for comparative reasons.

2nd model: Michaelis-Menten rate constants for $\tau_2$ For this model a dose dependent reaction rate to describe the conversion of ALA to PpIX was introduced ($\tau_2$). For the distribution of ALA ($\tau_1$) and the clearance of PpIX, ($\tau_3$), first order time constants are maintained.

3rd model: MM for $\tau_2$ and $\tau_3$ The next logical step is to also replace the PpIX to heme (constant) reaction rate ($\tau_3$) by a PpIX dose dependent MM-type rate. From the literature we know that this reaction is also enzyme controlled. However, it is unknown whether the usual ALA induced PpIX concentrations are high enough for the reaction rate to become dose dependent.

4th model: MM for $\tau_1$ and $\tau_2$ In this set of equations, MM kinetics are used in both the distribution of ALA ($\tau_1$) and in the conversion of ALA to PpIX ($\tau_2$). For the clearance of PpIX, ($\tau_3$), a first order time constant is maintained. The use of MM kinetics for $\tau_1$ might be relevant for the description of rate limited distribution of ALA. In systemic application, we expect $1/\tau_{1a}$ to be much smaller than $1/\tau_{1b}$, i.e. the bulk of the ALA does not go to the target tissue but elsewhere depending on the tissue type. In case of topical administration on the skin the ALA has to diffuse through the target tissue (the skin) to reach the vasculature. Hence, we expect $1/\tau_{1a}$ to be much larger than $1/\tau_{1b}$, i.e. most of the ALA goes to the target tissue. This dominant transport might be rate limited.

Data to be analyzed.
Our models were fitted to the data obtained from a previously reported rat study performed in our group and data obtained from other studies available in the literature (specified below). In the figures the unit 'apparent concentration' is used. No absolute comparison can be made between the absolute values in the different graphs. We will only obtain time constants $\tau$ or the ratio $K_m/V_{max}$ which also has the dimension of time.
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Rat kinetics experiments
Earlier, we performed an animal study in which we investigated the pharmacokinetics of protoporphyrin IX in the abdominal cavity of tumor bearing rats after intravenous administration of different doses of ALA. PpIX kinetics was assessed using in vivo fluorescence measurement for up to 24 hours on liver, intestines and skin. Details concerning these experiments are reported in chapter 4.10.

Experiments published in the literature
We used PpIX fluorescence kinetics as obtained in three studies from the literature. In a mouse study by van den Akker et al.12, ALA was applied topically on the skin in doses ranging from 1% to 40% solution (w/w).

In addition data from Rhodes et al.11 were used. The authors measured PpIX kinetics after iontophoretically controlled administration of ALA in the healthy skin of human volunteers. Measurements on healthy human forearm by Rick et al.5 were compared with (unpublished) data that were obtained in our institute to see whether data obtained of different studies could be described with one set of fitparameters.

Results
Figure 2 shows PpIX fluorescence kinetics as obtained in a mouse study by van den Akker et al.12 In this study ALA was applied topically on the skin in doses ranging from 1% to 40% solution (w/w). The dependency of the shape of the curves on the ALA dose is clearly observable. The time of maximum fluorescence increases with increasing ALA dose. The four mathematical models were fitted to these curves. The fit of model 1 to the data resulted in a reduced $\chi^2$ of 5.17 (27 deg of freedom, not acceptable p<0.05). The fact that the $\chi^2$ fit gives a result that is statistically not acceptable illustrates the need for a more sophisticated model. Model 2 resulted in a reduced $\chi^2$ of 1.32 (26 deg of freedom) which is an acceptable fit. Model 3 produces a reduced $\chi^2$ of 1.37 (at 25 degrees of freedom), also an acceptable fit, but the introduction of the dose dependent time constant $\tau_3$ did not give a significant improvement in the goodness of fit (F-test). This suggests that the PpIX concentration is below the saturation level in the conversion of PpIX to Heme. Model 4 yields a reduced $\chi^2$ of 1.13, at 25 degrees of freedom. This is a significant increase in the goodness of fit. The lines in figure 2 represent the fit of model 4 to the experimental data. The fitting parameters for each model are summarized in table 1.
Figure 2: In vivo PpIX fluorescence kinetics in mouse skin after topical application of 1, 10, 20 and 40% ALA solution. The lines represent the fit of mathematical model 4 to the experimental data.

Figure 3 shows the experimental data as published by Rhodes et al. ALA was applied iontophoretically to the skin of healthy volunteers. The amount of applied ALA was assumed to be proportional to the applied charge (in mC). The fit of model 1 resulted in a reduced \( \chi^2 \) of 3.73 (31 degrees of freedom) which is not acceptable. Models 2 and 3 gave both acceptable (\( p<0.05 \)) results (reduced \( \chi^2 \) of 1.61 and 1.24 respectively). As in figure 1, \( \tau_1 \) turned out to have a dose dependency. So, again, model 4 yielded the best result. (reduced \( \chi^2 = 0.95, 29 \) deg of freedom. For the \( \chi^2 \) calculation, a standard deviation of 20% of the value of the data points was assumed). This was significantly better.

Table 1: Fit parameters from fitting the four mathematical models on the experimentally determined PpIX fluorescence kinetics in mouse skin after topical application of 1, 10, 20 and 40 % ALA solution. The columns give the time constants for the distribution of ALA to the target cells, the conversion of ALA to PpIX and the consecutive conversion of PpIX to heme. When a first order equation is used, a single \( \tau \) is given. The arrows indicate whether the addition of an extra fit parameter improves the goodness of fit significantly.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ALA system ( \Rightarrow ) ALA cells</th>
<th>ALA cells ( \Rightarrow ) PpIX</th>
<th>PpIX ( \Rightarrow ) Heme</th>
<th>Goodness of fit</th>
<th>F-test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( K_m ) (hours)</td>
<td>( V_{max} )</td>
<td>( K_m ) (hours)</td>
<td>( V_{max} )</td>
<td>( K_m ) (hours)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 1</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 2</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>2.34</td>
<td>4.72</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 3</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>2.36</td>
<td>4.72</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 4</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>16.21</td>
<td>4.28</td>
<td>6.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 3: data of Rhodes et al. Fluorescence measurements on human skin after iontophoretic administration of ALA. The lines represent the fit of mathematical model 4 to the experimental data.

than the other models (F-test). The fitting parameters for each model are summarized in table 2. In figure 3, the lines represent the fit of model 4 to the experimental data. The data points represent measurements on a single volunteer.

For figure 4 we took data from an article by Rick et al. which showed the results of fluorescence measurements on human forearm after administration of 40 mg/kg ALA. In addition, we used data that we obtained from studies that we performed in our institute.

Table 2: Fit parameters from fitting the four mathematical models on the experimentally determined PpIX fluorescence kinetics on human skin after iontophoretic administration of ALA. The columns give the time constants for the distribution of ALA to the target cells, the conversion of ALA to PpIX and the consecutive conversion of PpIX to heme. When a first order equation is used, a single $\tau$ is given. The arrows indicate whether the addition of an extra fit parameter improves the goodness of fit significantly.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ALA system $\Rightarrow$ ALA - cells</th>
<th>ALA cells $\Rightarrow$ PpIX</th>
<th>PpIX $\Rightarrow$ Heme</th>
<th>Goodness of fit</th>
<th>F-test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$K_m$ (hours)</td>
<td>$V_{max}$</td>
<td>$K_m$ (hours)</td>
<td>$V_{max}$</td>
<td>$K_m$ (hours)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 1</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>3.73 ; (31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 2</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>6.30</td>
<td>7.59</td>
<td>2.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 3</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>7.64</td>
<td>7.82</td>
<td>19.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 4</td>
<td>18.01</td>
<td>16.37</td>
<td>29.42</td>
<td>26.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
using 5 and 60 mg/kg. An extra fit parameter was defined to adjust the amplitude of the measurements of Rick et al. The fit of model 1 resulted in a reduced reduced $\chi^2$ of 3.87 (31 degrees of freedom) which is not acceptable. Models 2 and 3 gave both significant results (reduced $\chi^2$ of 0.97 and 0.96 respectively : $p<0.05$). $\tau_1$ turned out to have a dose dependency. The fitting parameters for each model are summarized in table 3. model 4 yielded significantly the best result (reduced $\chi^2 = 0.86$, 29 deg of freedom).

Table 3: Fit parameters from fitting the four mathematical models on the experimentally determined PpIX fluorescence kinetics in human forearm after oral administration of 5, 40 and 60 mg/kg ALA. The columns give the time constants for the distribution of ALA to the target cells, the conversion of ALA to PpIX and the consecutive conversion of PpIX to heme. When a first order equation is used, a single $\tau$ is given. The arrows indicate whether the addition of an extra fit parameter improves the goodness of fit significantly.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ALA ( \rightarrow ) ALA</th>
<th>ALA ( \rightarrow ) PpIX</th>
<th>PpIX ( \rightarrow ) Heme</th>
<th>Goodness of fit</th>
<th>F-test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$K_m$</td>
<td>$V_{max}$</td>
<td>$\tau$ (hours)</td>
<td>$K_m$</td>
<td>$V_{max}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 1</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>3.87; (31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 2</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>15.72</td>
<td>23.55</td>
<td>3.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 3</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>16.35</td>
<td>3.89</td>
<td>1.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 4</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>6.49</td>
<td>20.06</td>
<td>10.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: * Measurements performed in our group on forearm of 5 healthy volunteers, ** measurements on forearm of healthy volunteers by K. Rick et al, *** Measurements performed in our group on forearm of patients. The lines represent the fit of mathematical model 4 to the experimental data.
Figure 5: PpIX kinetics in the rat small intestine after i.p. administration of 25 and 100 mg/kg ALA\(^\circ\). The symbols represent actual measured fluorescence data points while the lines represent the MM fit of model 2 for the different doses of ALA.

Figure 5 shows the time dependent PpIX fluorescence in rat small intestine after intra-peritoneal (i.p.) administration of 25 and 100 mg/kg ALA\(^\circ\). The dependency of the shape of the curves on the ALA dose is not so obvious in this example. This resulted in a small variation in the goodness of fit for the different models (see table 4). Use of model 2 resulted in the best reduced \(\chi^2\) of 0.83 (deg of freedom : 24).

Table 4: Fit parameters from fitting the four mathematical models on the experimentally determined PpIX fluorescence kinetics in the rat small intestine after i.p. administration of 25 and 100 mg/kg ALA. The columns give the time constants for the distribution of ALA to the target cells, the conversion of ALA to PpIX and the consecutive conversion of PpIX to heme. When a first order equation is used, a single \(\tau\) is given. The arrows indicate whether the addition of an extra fit parameter improves the goodness of fit significantly.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ALA(<em>{\text{system}}) (\rightarrow) ALA(</em>{\text{cells}})</th>
<th>ALA(_{\text{cells}}) (\rightarrow) PpIX</th>
<th>PpIX (\rightarrow) Heme</th>
<th>Goodness of fit</th>
<th>F-test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(K_m)</td>
<td>(V_{\text{max}})</td>
<td>(\tau) (hours)</td>
<td>(K_m)</td>
<td>(V_{\text{max}})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 1</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 2</td>
<td><strong>1.31</strong></td>
<td><strong>17.11</strong></td>
<td><strong>15.03</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.97</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 3</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>15.05</td>
<td>13.35</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 4</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 6: PpIX fluorescence kinetics measured on rat liver after i.p. administration of 5, 25 and 100 mg/kg ALA. The symbols represent actual measured fluorescence data points while the lines represent the MM fit of model 4 for the different doses of ALA.

Figure 6 shows the time dependent profile of PpIX fluorescence in rat liver after i.p. administration of 5, 25 and 100 mg/kg ALA. In this example, the fluorescence data points obtained with 5 mg/kg are relatively high compared to the curve obtained from the model fit. Model 4 yielded the best fit (significant, reduced $\chi^2 = 1.04$, deg of freedom : 30) suggesting that transport of ALA to the liver may be rate limited. Models 2 and 3 resulted also in a significant fit (p<0.05, reduced $\chi^2 = 1.41$ and 1.39, deg of freedom : 31 and 30). The fitting parameters for each model are summarized in table 5.

Table 5: Fit parameters from fitting the four mathematical models on the experimentally determined PpIX fluorescence kinetics on rat liver after i.p. administration of 5, 25 and 100 mg/kg ALA. The columns give the time constants for the distribution of ALA to the target cells, the conversion of ALA to PpIX and the consecutive conversion of PpIX to heme. When a first order equation is used, a single $\tau$ is given. The arrows indicate whether the addition of an extra fit parameter improves the goodness of fit significantly.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>$K_m$ (hours)</th>
<th>$V_{max}$ (hours)</th>
<th>$K_m$ (hours)</th>
<th>$V_{max}$ (hours)</th>
<th>$V_{max}$ (hours)</th>
<th>Reduced $\chi^2$; (deg of freedom)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model 1</td>
<td>2.17</td>
<td>3.92</td>
<td>2.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9.57 ; (32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 2</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>9.81</td>
<td>16.04</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.41 ; (31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 3</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>7.93</td>
<td>14.20</td>
<td>65.5</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>1.39 ; (30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 4</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>26.89</td>
<td>37.55</td>
<td>2.38</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.04 ; (30)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Model 1 resulted in an unsatisfactory fit ($\chi^2 = 9.57$, deg of freedom : 32).

Discussion

In this paper we evaluated several refinements in the mathematical description of the time dependent in vivo synthesis and clearance of the fluorescent protoporphyrin IX after administration of 5-aminolevulinic acid (ALA). The complex system of the distribution of ALA, the subsequent conversion of ALA to PpIX and the clearance of PpIX are simplified to a three compartment mathematical model. Such models, usually incorporating first order reaction rates can be found in several published studies. The fixed time constant approach does not yield curves that fit satisfactorily for a range of different ALA doses. For this reason we substituted the first order reaction rate constants for ALA dose dependent reaction rate constants described by Michaelis-Menten (MM) kinetics. This yielded much better results. Several combinations of first order time constants and MM constants were evaluated.

The mathematical models were validated using in vivo fluorescence data obtained on both humans and animals. For our validation we required a set of measurements using at least 2 different ALA doses and in a wide time range to accurately describe both the increase in PpIX and the decrease. Such data sets are rarely found in the literature. The most common problem was the lack of data points distributed throughout the curve or intervention by therapy. The conversion of PpIX to heme turned out to be best described by first order kinetics, indicating a reaction that remains below its saturation level.

PpIX Fluorescence kinetics that were obtained after topical administration, turned out to have a dose dependent distribution rate of ALA. The rate of passive diffusion is not dose dependent. The dose dependency for the distribution rate suggests active transport mechanisms to dominate transport through the skin. Most likely the bottleneck for the hydrophylic ALA to move through the epidermis is formed by the cell membranes. Although the ALA transport through membranes is not an enzymatic reaction as described by the Michaelis-Menten equation, it does require the intervention of carrier proteins. Here the proteins are transport rate limiting and may therefore induce a dose dependent rate similar to enzyme reaction rates. PpIX Fluorescence kinetics that were obtained on rat liver after systemic administration, turned out to also have a dose dependent distribution rate of ALA (figure 6). The fact that introduction of a dose dependent $\tau_1$ in the fluorescence measurements on rat intestine after systemic administration of ALA (Figure 5) did not significantly improve the fit suggests that in this case
either passive diffusion plays a dominant role or the active transport mechanisms responsible for systemic removal of ALA are operating far below their rate limits.

In all cases, the replacement of the ALA to PpIX (dose independent) reaction rate by a ALA dose dependent MM-type rate improved the fit to the experimental data. The liver turned out to have the highest $K_m$ and $V_{max}$ for the conversion of ALA to PpIX. The enzyme activity for the ALA to PpIX conversion in the intestine was about one third of that found in liver. This might explain the higher porphyrin concentration usually found in liver\(^9\). The relation between porphyrin accumulation and enzyme activity was studied by Hua et al.\(^3\) who assessed the activity of ferrochelatase and porphobilinogen deaminase, two key enzymes in the bio-synthetic heme pathway. They concluded that there is no simple relationship apparent between the activities of these enzymes and the concentration of porphyrins in the different tissues.

The replacement of the PpIX to heme (first order) reaction rate by a PpIX dose dependent MM-type rate did not appear to be useful. This suggests that the enzymes responsible for the breakdown of PpIX are present in sufficient abundance for all PpIX doses occurring in this study, and a PpIX dose dependency as described by MM kinetics may occur at much higher PpIX doses. From a biological point of view this makes sense, as PpIX presents danger to cells that produce it and it has no purpose in itself. It would be interesting to see if the same $K_m$ would be found in porphyric patients.

In general, the experimentally determined fluorescence kinetics curves could be described more accurately with the MM models compared to the first order mathematical model. A comparison of actual measured fluorescence data points and the curve of the MM fit indicates the validity of MM kinetics in PpIX fluorescence pharmacokinetics. This holds for the curves that were used in this paper. The hypothesis that the MM model may be used to inter- and extrapolate to other drug doses seems to be valid. For confirmation of the conclusions arrived at in this paper, more kinetic experiments will have to be performed.
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